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The 2022 Twotone Gift Guide
A curated selection of a wide range of perfect for that special
someone fitting for everyone's budget!

Stocking Stuffers:

Starting Small & Even Free!

⏲

http://news.twotoneams.nl/
https://news.twotoneams.nl/images/448526


A playlist with all The Mechanics of Joy episodes of this year & all the music is

here.

A ticket to the Twotone 8-year anniversary party! Well, the ticket doesn't exist, but if

you're around Amsterdam on December 2nd (wait! That's during The Bicycle Film Festival)

come over to our office to celebrate with us with live music, food trucks and bring some

budget for flash tattoos available at the party!

Peter Somuah, Outer Space Album: One of our favourite Netherlands based musicians

premiering his album at The Mechanics of Joy this year. Tune in with his beautiful music and

relax this holidays.

Items under €25

The Mechanics of Joy Season 2 (2022)

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0sHABQ7Ke4FCHsuDrAylrB?si=2edeab2d9af94293
https://open.spotify.com/album/0qTWF4EB0AvVY0wNviviz1?si=bRg6HvrqQy--LuZgE_eP3Q
https://news.twotoneams.nl/images/448380
https://news.twotoneams.nl/images/448502
https://www.mixcloud.com/Kik_Kong/playlists/tmoj-2022/


Ticket to the 22nd Bicycle Film Festival in Amsterdam! Book the weekend of 2-4

December and join The Bicycle Film Festival in Amsterdam, where you can also double down

and join the Twotone Party too.

Dropped Magazine €11,41: One of out favourite magazine's Twotone HQ, this printed

beauty will bring plenty of joy and calm to the quiet moments between parties and family

gatherings.

Items under €50
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De Wandelclub - Turbo Island shirt €25

Silca Ultimate Brake and Drivetrain Cleaner €36: Eliminate oil and dirt from your

drivetrain in 3-5 minutes and watch the cleaner foam to a purplish-red colour as it

encapsulates and removes that oil and dirt. It also eliminates brake squeal and will not attack

wax on paint or drivetrain!

Spurcycle compact €40: Known famously for their bell ring that makes you sing,

Spurcycle has been producing carefully executed bicycle accessories that have become iconic

favourites for over a decade. The company is rooted in practicality and rewarding

relationships. Spurcycle products are known to work well and look good both when new and

when old. Next to the original model Spurcycle recently released the Compact Bell which the

Twotone crew and family love. 

Silca's Bird of Prey Bottle Opener €45: Open your favorite beverage in style with a 3D

printed Titanium bottle opener. Weighing in at just 11g you will be blown away every time

you open a beverage.

Echobox x Patta T-Shirt €45: Collaborate with the local online radio that broadcasts

from underneath sea level, and get the unique T-Shirt they co-created with one of the local's

hype beast: Patta. Stay cool, create community, and support it!

The PRO Discover handlebar bag €45: is designed for sports-oriented riders and is the

ideal companion for the next bike packing adventures. It has a waterproof, vibration-

reducing construction in wrap design and a capacity of 8 litres, accessible from both ends.

Reflective details increase visibility. Using elastic straps, other items can be attached to the

top.

The PRO Floorpump Performance €50 Designed to provide you with a better sports’ bicycle

experience the PRO Floorpump Performance features a steel barrel and base, which ensure

that it is built to last. Its Snaplock EZ head is compatible with Presta and Schrader valves,

without requiring any adjustments, and its ergonomic handle provides a comfortable grip for

pumping your bicycle tyres to exactly the right pressure. The Floorpump Performance also

features a large analogue pressure gauge and can inflate to 11 Bar/160 PSI

For that special someone

Items up to €150

https://wandel.club/products/t-shirt-de-wandelclub-x-turbo-island/
https://shop.echobox.radio/products/patta-x-echobox-t-shirt-black
https://news.twotoneams.nl/images/448491
https://news.twotoneams.nl/images/448489


Silca's Gravelero Mini-Pump €90: The same great performance as its award winning

Tattico, now with 35% more air volume.

The PRO Turnix Performance Saddle €80: This saddle is designed for a wide variety of

riders who prefer a balanced pressure distribution and features a carbon base set upon

stainless steel rails. They are available in models with and without a pressure relieving

anatomic recess</li>

Items up to €300
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Old Man Mountain Elkhorn: To carry all your holiday gifts by bike it’s nice to have a

good set-up if you’re not riding a ‘bakfiets’. Old Man Mountain racks are the most versatile

racks available. Capable of mounting to full-suspension mountain bikes, gravel bikes, road

bikes, fat bikes, even tri-bikes if that’s what you’re in to. The Divide is the evolution of their

rugged and reliable Classic rack. Eyelet, thru axle, or quick-release skewer mountable. The

more minimal Elkhorn is a slender multi-tool of a rack. With 3-pack mounts on the uprights

for your cargo or bottle cages and more tie-down points on the deck than you could ever

need, the Elkhorn lets you feel the trail beneath you rather than the tail wag behind you. 

Hypervolt GO 2 €229: Whether you’re an elite athlete or an individual who is simply

looking for solutions to combat the impact of daily life, the suite of innovative products is

here to help you unlock the best version of yourself. So you can always be at the top of your

game, no matter what that game might be. The Hyperice Hypervolt Go is a Twotone’s favorite

at the office but they have a lot more products to help you recover better.

Items up to €500

https://news.twotoneams.nl/images/448488
https://news.twotoneams.nl/images/445474


Pro Bike Gear Expert Toolbox €500: The PRO Expert Toolbox is an expert level toolbox

for the most demanding home mechanic. Designed to provide you with a better sports’

bicycle experience the PRO Expert Toolbox is curated for the expert home mechanic. The 42

tools slot, neatly, into a hard-shell plastic case, which boasts a protective foam inlay. The

tools included in the Expert Toolbox include a cassette removal set, chain tool, pedal wrench,

cable cutter, tire levers, quick link tool, a hex T-wrench set, a Torx wrench set, chainring nut

wrench, 4 spoke wrenches, a Phillips PH2 screwdriver, Hollowetech II bottom bracket

remover, hammer, needle nose pliers, brake piston tool, brake calliper alignment tool, disc

truing tool, tape measure, BB-press and a chain-length checker.

Wahoo Elemnt Roam €399.99: Built for the ride, the new ELEMNT ROAM is designed

to help cyclists ride further, longer, and explore new roads and trails. Wahoo launched their

newest GPS bike computer, the ELEMNT ROAM with significant new, innovative features -

including dual band GPS, enhanced navigation, updated Summit Segments Climb, higher

contrast screen, and upgraded memory capacity.

Biggest box under the tree

Items up to €2000

https://news.twotoneams.nl/images/448494
https://news.twotoneams.nl/images/448504


Classified Powershift Kit €1399: Our favorite tech piece for bikes since the rear

derailleur was invented: a remote, rear-hub based gear system that makes the front-

derailleur and its ugly pain obsolete.

Econic One Bandit €2899: The Bandit offers effortless multi-surface cycling with the

stability of a gravel machine and the agility of a commuter bike thanks to its Bafang mid-

drive motor and a 460 Wh removable battery.

Items up to €3100

Ampler Axel / Juna € 2790: High-performance motor paired with a relaxed upright

geometry that makes cycling enhancing and safe. No distance is too long, no hill is too steep

– Juna makes all your rides effortless and comfortable.

LEKKER Jordaan GT €3098: The Jordaan GT is up for carrying heavy loads and

travelling further. It’s powerful, stylish and sporty, with some seriously high specs for a

smooth and seamless ride. 

Thank you for browsing!

We hope to see you at the Bicycle Film Festival here in Amsterdam and to celebrate with us at

the BFF opening night's official afterparty; The Twotone Cheers to 8 Years Birthday Party!

https://www.move.amsterdam/en/bicycle-film-festival
https://www.instagram.com/p/CkDkcAmINuy/
https://news.twotoneams.nl/images/448492
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